A Restaurant Guide from the Boise Centre

<2 MINUTE WALK
1. Lucky Fins Seafood Grill; seafood
2. Costa Vida; mexican
3. Snake River Tea; tea room
4. Buffalo Wild Wings; american
5. The Gyro Shack; greek
6. Bimble; deli

5-7 MINUTE WALK CONTINUED...
41. Mai Thai; asian
42. Pho Nouveau; vietnamese
43. Bittercreek Alehouse; american
44. Red Feather Lounge; american
45. Prost German Restaurant; german
46. Wild Root Cafe & Market; american
47. Superb Sushi Downtown; asian
48. Saint Lawrence Gridiron; american
49. The Funky Ta-Co; mexican
50. Zeppole Baking Company; deli
51. The Matador; mexican
52. Juniper; american
53. Eureka; american
54. Even Stevens Sandwiches; deli
55. Boise Boba; boba tea
56. Paddles Up Poke; poke
57. Zen Bento; asian
58. Asiago’s; italian
59. Mulligan’s Pub & Eatery; american
60. Bonefish Grill; seafood
61. Ha’Penny Bridge Pub; irish
62. Happy Fish Sushi & Martini Bar; asian
63. Solid Grill & Bar; american
64. Tasso; deli
65. Double Tap Pub; american
66. Slow by Slow; coffee
67. Yoi Tomo Sushi & Grill; asian
68. Form & Function; coffee
69. The Wylder; pizza
70. Jimmy John’s; deli
71. Wiseguy Pizza Pie; pizza

2-5 MINUTE WALK
7. Taphouse; american
8. Tony’s Pizzeria; pizza
9. Taj Mahal of Idaho; indian
10. Piper Pub & Grill; american
11. Flatbread Nepopolitian Pizzeria; pizza
12. Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse; fine dining
13. Fork; american
14. ALAVITA; italian
15. BACON; brunch
16. Main Street Deli; deli
17. Ali’s Coffee House; deli
18. Bombay Grill; indian
19. Chandler’s Steakhouse; fine dining
20. Five Guys; american, burgers
21. Meraki Greek Street Food; greek
22. P.F. Chang’s; chinese
23. Fresh Healthy Cafe; deli
24. The STILL Ice Cream Shop; ice cream
25. Panda Express; chinese
26. Chipotle; mexican
27. Bardenay; american
28. The Basque Market; basque
29. Leku Ona; basque
30. Bar Gernika; basque
31. Brickyard; fine dining
32. Front Door; pizza
33. Reef; seafood
34. El Gallo Giro; mexican
35. Goldy’s Breakfast Bistro; brunch

5-7 MINUTE WALK
36. JAVA Downtown; coffee, bakery
37. Boise Fry Company; american
38. Waffle Me Up; american
39. Moon’s Kitchen; american
40. Old Chicago Pizza & Taproom; american
41. Gorilla Tacos; american
42. Pho Nouveau; vietnamese
43. Bittercreek Alehouse; american
44. Red Feather Lounge; american
45. Prost German Restaurant; german
46. Wild Root Cafe & Market; american
47. Superb Sushi Downtown; asian
48. Saint Lawrence Gridiron; american
49. The Funky Ta-Co; mexican
50. Zeppole Baking Company; deli
51. The Matador; mexican
52. Juniper; american
53. Eureka; american
54. Even Stevens Sandwiches; deli
55. Boise Boba; boba tea
56. Paddles Up Poke; poke
57. Zen Bento; asian
58. Asiago’s; italian
59. Mulligan’s Pub & Eatery; american
60. Bonefish Grill; seafood
61. Ha’Penny Bridge Pub; irish
62. Happy Fish Sushi & Martini Bar; asian
63. Solid Grill & Bar; american
64. Tasso; deli
65. Double Tap Pub; american
66. Slow by Slow; coffee
67. Yoi Tomo Sushi & Grill; asian
68. Form & Function; coffee
69. The Wylder; pizza
70. Jimmy John’s; deli
71. Wiseguy Pizza Pie; pizza

7-10 MINUTE WALK
72. Richard’s; fine dining
73. Zee’s Rooftop Cafe; american
74. Blue Sky Bagels; bakery
75. Capitol Cellars; bistro, fine dining
76. Guido’s New York Style Pizzeria; pizza
77. 10 Barrel Brewing Co.; american
78. Lemon Tree Co.; deli
79. Yen Ching Restaurant; asian
80. District Coffee House; coffee
81. Calle 75; mexican
82. Manfred’s; deli
83. Panera Bread; deli

*Bolded names indicate Idaho Food/Drink